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Effective Thermal Conductivity
lMethod for Predicting Spent
Nuckar l?ueI Cladding
Temperatures in a Dry Fill Gas

By Robe~t Bahney,
Frunmm me Cogema Fuel~

Framatorne Ccgema Fuels km b~n active for
more than five years in [he Department of
Energy’s program tc manage radioamive
wasle, particularly its disposal in a geolcgic
repository. Recently, a significant milestone
was reachec! in the development cf a reliable
methodology for the prediction of peak spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) cladding ternperanxes
within the waste disposal package, The
effective thermal conductivitjj method,
cicscribed below, provides a bencknadced
process for estimating claddicg [empemures
arid includes consideration of various fuel
assembly designs and container fifi gases.
Whiie the methodolo~ was originally
developed for the theMla.1 amdysis Gf

conceptual waste package designs emplaced in
the potential repository at Yucca Mctmtti,
the methodology also applies to the tkrmal
analysis of dry SNZFin any container. such as
for SNF storage or transportation<

Maximum temperature ii.mitatiom for
transportation, storage, and dispcsal of
commeimiai SNF have been established to
maintain the integrity of the fuel rods by
prevmtkg creep mpmre failure. To receive a
Nuckar Regulatory Cmnmission (NRC)
license for any SNTFcontainer, calculations
must ‘be performed demonstrating adequate
:knowledge of the tem-peratu.resand physicrd
performance of the irradiated assemblies
within tie ccntainer, Three methods, as
described below, are available [o esti,rnate
ciadding temperatures inside a storage,
transporWion, or disposal container with a ciq
fiil gas,
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MThe fmt and most involved metho ‘is m

explicitly model ‘Aecontainer and eve.y fuel
rod in every assembly within it. This model
would directly consider the internal fill gas
convection and conduction and a .mati-ix of

radiation view factors between the ~,
However, the fill gas cocvectioa would be
dependent upoE orientation of the contaiaer
and the assem-blies with respect to both tilt
and angle and would be very difficult to
quantify. This is especially difficult if the
assembly spacer grids are included in the
analysis. This detailed method is costly due to
je~u~ and computational time and does not
len~ itself to pararne”tic design evahation
where detail is desired in the container
stmcmes and not in each individual assesnbly.

The second method employs the Wooton-
E@tein correlation :.0 estimate the peak

cladding temperature based on uhe highest
steady state ternpemture in the SNF basket
s~~Jc~, ‘Since tie 1960s, the Wooton-
E@.n cmrdation has been the primary tool
of trans;ortationkmrage vendors as it
simplifks the amlysis and has been previously
accepted by Ae NRC. In a tontine.r thermal
analysis using Wocton-Epstein, the SNF
assemblies are modeled oti~ as an edge heat
flux to the basket structure. Then, ‘he
Wooton-Epstein correlation is used ta
estimate the miimu~, steady state spent fuel
cladding temperature. This method is
consideti obmlete as it re@res lengthy and
tnukiple calculations, does not easily address
*mansientbehavior of tiie SNJTand baske~, does
not easily pfxiict the effects of differential
lca&g of the canister, and may adversely
affect basket proFJes by forcing constant SNF
assembly suti~ce heat flux rates, Given
design time requirements, this m-ietbodusually
forces the designer to use consenuttive
bounding approaches to the amdysis which
tend to over-design the final product. Finally,
the Wootcm-Epstein correlation was
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MK is participating in the project as part of a multi-company team, led by TRW

Environmental Safety Systems, Inc., as DOES Management and Operating Contractor,

The project is located on the southwestern edge of the Nevada Test Site, about 100 miles

northwest of Las Vegas.

If the scientific and engineering efforts find Yucca Mountain to be a suitable site for a

repository, DOE will file a formal application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 2002 for a

license to begin constructing the repository. The target date for commencement of nuclear waste

disposal is 2010.

Excavation of the tunnel began in September, 1994, at the north portal, fkom where the

tunnel proceeds down grade at 2.1 percent to the west for about 7,200 feet, then turns south at a

1.35 per cent upgrade for 12,400 feet along the proposed repository level, then turns to the east

proceeding at 2.6 percent up slope another 6,100 feet to the south portal. Along the tunnel are

various alcoves for use by the scientists to conduct tests of the geologic formation. An extensive

program is also in place to map the tunnel and install instrumentation as part of the characterization

process.

Construction of the ESF includes support facilities and utilities for the underground work,

These include a switchgear building, substation, conveyor system miner’s change house and

control building, warehouse, shop, compressor complex, standby generators, wastewater systems

for sanitary, storm and mine waste, potable and fire-water systems including a booster pump station

and storage tanks.

The MK team of scientists, engineers and administrative personnel developing the

“viability” assessment design of the underground facilities is based in Las Vegas and faces several

challenges. The underground facility must have two completely separate and independent
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ventilation systems, andmust beableto receive waste foremplacaent inonepati of the

underground facility while other pals are still being excavated. The high-level waste inventory

produces large amounts of heat and radioactivity as it decays, and it must be possible to remove

any, or all, of the waste packages for a petiod of one hundred years afler the start of repository

operations, MK is developing innovative solutions for these and other challenges during the”

current preliminary design phase.

MK also is responsible for preliminary design and cost analysis for regional transportation

(within the State of Nevada) that would be used in transporting waste from a mainline railroad to

the potential repository site at Yucca Mountain. The design effort currently is being performed by

Environmental/Government Group engineers in Boise. This design effort also supports the

engineering evaluation in the environmental impact statement (ESI).

Scientists have made a great deal of progress in the investigation of the Yucca Mountain

site. Data from extensive scientific and analytical work performed since site characterization began

has confirmed various early hypotheses about the mountain, Some scientific and technical

uncertainties about its potential performance as a repository site have been reduced.

An important milestone in this effort was the completion of the third in a series of total

system performance assessments. This is an analytical technique that uses computer models to

evaluate the ability of a repository and its engineered and geologic systems to safely contain and

isolate radioactive waste.

Scientists and engineers are using the insights produced by this assessment to refine the

waste-containment and isolation strategy. This strategy will help focus fhture scientific and

engineering efforts on important technical issues that need to be resolved. Outstanding issues

concern long-term behavior of the natural geologic system, as weli as features and processes of the
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natural geologic and hydrologic system that might impact the engineered systems being designed

for the repository.

While some tests wili continue for a number of years, for the viability assessment due in

1998, engineers and scientists will perform work designed to fluther confkm the hypotheses

underlying their waste-isolation strategy,

The earliest picture of conditions at Yucca Mountain from surface-based tests and

observations date as far back as the late 1970s. These included drilling efforts and seismic testing.

This understanding has been complemented by studies in the new tunnel. During the last year, the

rapid progress of the tunnel boring machine advanced excavation of the exploratory tunnel through

the proposed repository level. This has provided cordlrrnation of many early assumptions about

conditions at the site.

Anong some of the important scientific results that have emerged:

● Observations of the natural system and data collected since 1978 suggest that the

natural system is robust, which is to say that the geological characteristics of the site

appear to be complementary — can work together — in their ability to isolate

waste.

Numerical models and calculations will be able to bound, or set limits upon, many of

the uncertainties for radiological safety evaluations. This leads to greater confidence

in predicting how the site will respond once the repository is built.

Recent performance assessments provide conildence that a Yucca Mountain

repository would contain and isolate radioactive waste, and would assure public

health and safety.

Geologic evidence is consistent with modeis of the site that have been the basis of
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performancecalculationsformore than lOyears. However, scientists still must

determinethelong-term importanceofpotential fast pathwaysforwater movement.

Very recent work has challenged the extent of the potential for the lateral diversion

of infiltration. l%k new, preliminary information is being evaluated. Ongoing

exploration and planned testing will help determine the extent to which infiltration

may be expected to be diverted near the surface of Yucca Mountain,

The rock qualhy at the potential repository level is as good or better than assumed

when scientists first considered a repository at Yucca Mountain that could safely

dispose of spent nuclear fiel and high-level radioactive waste,

The potential repositoV area is also as dry as expected, No liquid-phase water has

been encountered anywhere in the five-mile ESF tunnel.

The probability of a fiture volcanic eruption directly intersecting a repository at

Yucca Mountain is now estimated to be about 1 in 70 million per year.

Activities during the next two years will focus on the scientific and technical questions

about waste containment and isolation that remain to be resolved. In particular, scientists will

address:

●

●

●

The rate of water seepage into the proposed repository level.

The integrity of waste packages.

The rate of release of radionuciides from waste in waste packages that have been

penetrated by water.

● Radionuclide movement through the repository’s engineered and natural barriers,

m The rate and manner in which radionuclides from waste packages dissolve in the

groundwater which moves down through the repository level.
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MK’s Yucca Mountain team is headed by IX, Kalyan Bhattacharyya, the project director,

based in Las Vegas. Richard McDonald is deputy director in charge of construction and is based at

the site. Dave Knighton is general manager of business. Daniel McKenzie and William Kennedy are

the design supervisors for the repository and ESF subsurface design.
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